
The Gentle Farming Pledge.

1. Public profile.
All farms and farm managers will be transparent and open about the way we farm. We will be willing to engage with our
customers and stakeholders about our values and demonstrate why we operate as we do. We will always be open to questions
and thoughts on how we can improve. We will welcome farm visits by invitation where appropriate.

2 . Env i ronmen ta l benefi t

Our farms will be managed in partnership with nature, seeking to minimise our adverse effects. Creating arich environment in
farming landscapes is Important for the well being of the people that work there and for wider society. Improving

biodiversity on farms brings benefits for all. Each of our farms are in very different landscapes and therefore the ability to use
different farming strategies is important. Each farm will have an individual plan to improve biodiversity. At least 10% of our
farmland will be managed for nature. This may include but not be limited to; woodland, permanent pasture, ponds, rivers,
meadows, moorland and rewilding areas.
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3 . M in imum so i l d i s tu rbance

Our farms will use apractise called zero till or no till farming. This is very different to traditional farming. We use aspecial
piece of machinery called adirect drill. This allows us to plant the next crop directly into the residue from the previous crop.
This saves alarge amount of diesel. It also means we never damage the soil structure and the microorganisms that live there.
By not ploughing, the deep layers of soil are never exposed to the atmosphere and therefore their stored carbon cannot
escape. Research has shown that zero till farming increases biological activity in the soil and leads to improved soil structure.
From time to time it may be necessary to perform some light cultivations, this will only be done when essential and with soil
hea l th in m ind .

4. Soil cover.

It Is estimated that UK soils hold around 9.8 billion tonnes of carbon. This must be protected and then added to. Soil cover
such as plants and straw gives the soil an armoured protection. It results in less fluctuations in moisture and temperature of
the soil, this in turn encourages greater biodiversity. Our farms will aim to never have bare soil thus preventing soil erosion,
helping with flood mitigation and absorbing carbon. We will plant specially designed crop mixes to improve soil structure. If
time allows between the harvest of one crop and the drilling of the next crop we will plant mixtures of plants (cover crops)
specifically to improve the soil and wildlife habitat as well as raise organic matter levels.

5. Use of fert i l iser and chemicals

All our farms will use natural manures where available to improve soil organic matter. By using natural organic material it
means we will minimise the amount of synthetic fertilizer that we apply. We will only use crop protection products when
absolutely necessary, applying them with precision techniques and at the lowest dosage possible. All our operators are trained
to carry this out and will always follow industry best practices. We are always exploring practical ways to reduce and eliminate
the use of synthetic chemicals and fertilisers.




